Usage approval
photo contest “My research”

Name

__________________________________________________________

Street name

__________________________________________________________

Postcode/town

__________________________________________________________

Phone

__________________________________________________________

Email

__________________________________________________________

☐ Hereby I permit the University of Rostock to publish, to manifold and to use the photographs and the data I handed it during the photo contest. I give my permission for the unlimited usage and reproduction within public relations of the University of Rostock. This permission applies equally to the usage of the material for printed material, electronic media and the internet.

☐ Hereby I permit the University of Rostock to publish, to manifold and to use the photographs and the data I handed it during the photo contest. I give my permission for the limited usage until 23. November 2018 and reproduction within public relations of the University of Rostock. This permission applies equally to the usage of the material for printed material, electronic media and the internet.

I assure that by the publication of the used pictures and texts no third-party rights are violated and that I won’t break the copyright law. I assure that any depicted person agreed on the publication.

________________ _____________________ ____________________
Town, Datum   Title, Name, Vorname    Signature